Development of a Mobile Learning Framework for an Analog Electronics Course
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Abstract— With the growing popularity of mobile devices, several projects for mobile learning courses have been developed. Those equipments allow a superior portability and accessibility of the learning courses. In this context, the present paper focuses on the development of a mobile learning framework for an analog electronics course. This course was designed as a supplementary mean to the classic analog electronics courses. The course project consists of several interactive multimedia modules. At the end of each module, students have several oriented questions to answer. The set of answers, in SMS format, gives feedback to the teacher about the learning process. Another module, that is under development, is responsible for storing and managing the answers in a server, where all the results from students are processed in a competitive learning based methodology application.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are many different teaching/learning styles and methodologies described in literature. We can find differences in students’ preferences in learning through experiential or concrete instruction, as well as we can find those who prefer collaborative activities to others with a competitive basis, and vice-versa. The style of an evaluation is also a key factor for the learning process of a student, because it determines the study procedure until the assessment moment. As a complement, new technologies and methodologies have been used in order to allow students to learn in and outside the traditional classroom. E-learning systems enhance the possibility for students to attend lessons in remote locations, at a physical distance, being able to be at any place and to communicate actively by means of computers and networks. Being important that students have always the possibility to acquire their knowledge through traditional ways, balanced blended learning, combining e-learning and the classroom ambient learning, is a good solution for specific courses, if not for all.

However, mobile learning (m-learning) is, at the present, more innovative and student centered, concerning in the use of mobile devices, like cell phones, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and smart phones. M-learning can be defined as “the exploitation of ubiquitous handheld technologies, together with wireless and mobile phone networks, to facilitate, support, enhance and extend the reach of teaching and learning” [1]. M-learning is a relatively recent concept, but by our group experiences, and by others described in literature [2, 3], it has been motivating students and teachers, representing an effective pedagogical method as any other conventional learning method. Nevertheless, the real problem with the concept is still the quest for an efficient and suitable adaptation of the courses contents to means with clear restriction factors [4]. The former restrictions are basically visual, technological and social (SMS costs, among others), which are mentioned in several works, measuring generally the impact of the handheld mobile devices in our society [5]. Therefore, in these days, the challenge for teachers is to prepare new courses based in a methodology that embraces the potential of the mobile devices and faces their restrictions. Innovative supporting frameworks should be implemented to accomplish that task. In an initial phase, these frameworks can be directed to specific courses, but they should be extended to accommodate more generic scenarios, being prepared to support almost any course.

The study of analogue electronics is fundamental in an electrical engineering course. Generally, in these courses, classical teaching uses textbooks as the main element. However, the use of textbooks is very limited, too flat and static. Therefore, in this new technological context, it is important to develop new m-learning tools for these courses. With that in mind, a new m-learning framework for the analog electronics course was developed at Superior School of Technology of Setubal (Polytechnic Institute of Setubal). The initial course material has been adapted to the m-learning environment and new contents were added, enriched with animations and interactive examples. Besides the traditional theoretical lessons, and laboratory practices, we propose the use of this m-learning system to reach a wider blended learning methodology, which also includes a Web-based module.

The current paper describes the course, which we consider original and innovative in the area of application, and the main points of the supporting computational framework development. The presented approach includes a competitive learning module, applied to the usual individualized and cooperative settings. It is essential for the growth of our students facing a very competitive global society.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce essential mobile and competitive lines that support some taken options. Section III presents related work regarding
analog electronics course and mobile learning projects, while the course features description is presented in Section IV. Section V is dedicated to the presentation of the developed MoCoL framework and to the technology solutions used for that. Finally, in Section VI, conclusions are made and future work is presented.

II. MOBILE AND COMPETITIVE LEARNING PRINCIPLES

Nowadays, mobile devices are essential tools for our daily living. With the evolution of their technologies, we see people adapting more easily to the use of the devices. According to [6], the mobile revolution is already here. “Wherever one looks, the evidence of mobile penetration and adoption is irrefutable...”. “No demographic is immune from this phenomenon”.

At the same time, with the evolution of the available functionalities, it also increased the diversity and capacity of multimedia options and wireless communication technologies of the devices. Seen as small computers, these devices can support diverse lessons, display animations for any kind of contents, be used for polling and testing, serve as a gateway to larger learning resources, among much more options.

With the fast growth of wireless handheld and mobile devices sales (Fig. 1), it has started to rapidly emerge the m-Learning concept as a new instructional method. M-learning is characterized by mobility and accessibility, since it focuses on the use of handheld mobile devices. These equipments have become very popular, especially among young people who use them not only for communication but also as a tool for other activities. There are almost one and a half billion mobile phones in operation around the world, and a large percentage of them are in the hands of students. In the coming 10 years, whether educators want it or not, more and more students will bring computing devices into the classrooms. In addition to the ordinary mobile phones, these devices can even be netbooks, notebooks and mobile music players, among others.

For the development of the proposed project, it is important to have in mind that sophisticated and smart phones are increasing their sales in comparison to the basic cell phones (Fig. 1). Additionally, looking to the table present in Fig. 2, it is possible to establish a guideline between those sales and the increased use of advanced functionalities in mobile phones. These are important arguments, because the mobile application of the present work uses multimedia content and some connectivity options. Therefore, this is considered as a positive factor since the probability of finding devices with capabilities for playing lessons and testing contents is high, being excellent to the production of mobile applications with higher performance and better multimedia content.

As far as the use of these tools in education is concerned, not all courses are suitable for m-learning environments, but short courses are considered suitable for this kind of learning [8]. The use of quizzes, glossaries and the interaction with tutor and other peers may satisfy a wide range of needs and aims on behalf of students. Communication can be made through e-mails, SMS and MMS, and it is important for students to have feedback about their progress [8].

Johnson and Johnson suggested that an effective classroom must have the right mix of cooperative learning and competitive learning (along with individualized learning) [9]. Cooperative learning encourages students to work with and learn from each other. Alternatively, a competitive learning implementation places students against each other competing for best results [9]. For example, if a student gains a point, his competitor does not win anything. In a competitive setting, students judge their abilities to master content and knowledge relative to their competitors. In the business world people often work on a variety of team settings and cooperative activities. The context of the classroom should provide to students training for the business life and offer them some insights regarding competitiveness at work. The cooperative aspect of these set of activities may also offer a better learning environment to students. The cooperative component embedded into competitive learning represents a potential complement that may help to engage students. Once they are faced against each other, their competitive instincts can encourage them to increase their engagement in the learning process. Students who initially may not be inspired by the content may begin to be interested once they have to compete, seeing that like a game. Students must be prepared for all the adverse situations in an increasingly competitive workplace environment that they will face after finishing their graduation.
III. RELATED WORK

This section presents interesting related work, although we did not find m-learning systems delivering the pretended analog electronics contents.

With the rapid development of ICT systems, new educational opportunities and instructional methods appeared. Therefore, several e-learning tools have been developed to enhance the learning process in analog electronics courses [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. However, these solutions do not have modules directed to m-learning, with the presentation of the functionalities and features required by our proposal.

It has to be noted that, nowadays, m-learning is a very active research field, with the development of important and interesting projects. In [15], Frohberg et al. made a deep and critical analysis of mobile learning projects published before the end of 2007. Mobile learning is rapidly growing from a set of research projects into worldwide deployment of services for classrooms, field trips, workplace training and informal education, among other areas. Major projects have concentrated on the generic platforms development for m-learning and explored new supports for a kind of technology-mediated learning across locations and life transitions [16, 17]. Smaller projects are more directed to develop new pedagogical solutions for specific cases and to explore how learning on handheld mobile devices interweaves with personal interests and individual learning needs [18].

In relation to platforms, the following projects support the implementation of specific mobile and wireless applications for mobile devices. It is important to know projects like MOBIlearn [19]. It pretends to deliver a generic m-learning architecture to support creation, brokerage, delivery and tracking of learning and information contents, using ambient intelligence, location-dependence, personalization, multimedia, instant messaging (text, video) and distributed databases. Another proposal, MADEE [20], is an execution environment and application development tool that supports and makes easier the development of mobile and wireless information systems that run on handheld devices, allowing communication and information sharing among users in an organization. Other older examples are: the Sync a Java framework [21] that allows asynchronous collaboration between mobile users; Rover [22], a framework for building mobile applications based on flexible client/server architecture; and LIME [23], a middleware package written in Java that supports mobile application development and coordination.

An interesting application of m-learning has been carried out by the Standford Learning Lab for the teaching of the English language [24]. Quizzes, glossaries and interactive audio-files were sent to students to improve their pronunciation and language competencies/skills. Interesting to us is that two other language experiences were followed for the acquisition of English vocabulary and idioms on mobile devices. The first one does it through SMS and the second by means of videos. Another application of mobile learning in the study of languages is Pocket Eijiro [25], an English-Japanese, Japanese-English dictionary, which presents some interesting features.

On the other side, the Moop [26] m-learning environment was developed for use in primary school at the city of Oulu, Finland. Moop has an interactive application for use in situations where primary school students take use of a cell phone to analyze their surroundings and to communicate within groups. The system supports the process of inquiry learning, during which a user outlines her thoughts on the current topic, collects information from the surroundings and reports the findings to the system. The HandLeR project [17], one of the oldest, is an attempt to gain an in-depth understanding of the learning process in different scenarios with the evaluation of a handheld device. The system is also “…intended to support children to capture everyday events such as images, notes and sounds, to relate them to web-based learning resources, to organize these into a visual knowledge map and to share them with other learners and teachers” [27]. This kind of systems promotes learning in complex scenarios where learning goals depend on a contextual factor.

Another system, related with context, is “Contextual Cues” that lets students, who have attended a lecture, to receive a copy on their mobile phone of key points that the teacher labels as important, which should be reviewed later [28]. To support this, a plug-in or application installed on the teacher’s Bluetooth-enabled computer would make it easy to highlight important points in the teaching material. During the presentation, the broadcasting of the key points together with a timestamp takes place in parallel with the presentation of the related material.

Regarding quiz systems oriented for mobile devices, there are several commercial and free options that are interesting for our study. Moodle for mobile tests [29] is a module to execute Moodle questionnaires using CHTML (compact HTML) in compatible mobile phones with i-mode technology. Interactive test is a module of an m-learning system [30] specifically developed for use in Java-enabled mobile devices. Go Test Go’s [31] is a commercial quiz system designed to be used in Java mobile phones which provides a great selection of quizzes about several areas. Finally, Quizzler [32] is a commercial product designed for PC, Palm and PocketPC platforms and provides a collection of tools (quizzler reader, quizzler software maker and quiz library).

IV. MOBILE COURSE FEATURES DESCRIPTION

The goal of this project is the implementation of an m-learning tool for the teaching of the analogue electronics basic subject. The purpose of this solution is not to replace the traditional teaching methods, but to create a complementary tool in order to improve the student’s interest, motivation and the resources availability in any place, at any time.

The m-learning analogue electronic course consists in several interactive modules. The contents of the modules cover the following main topics:

- Semiconductors theory
- PN junction theory
- Diodes and applications
- Transistor and applications
The contents were developed in order to put an emphasis on demonstrating and assisting each theoretical concept with a practical application. Another important feature is the use of images and multimedia animations. As an example, Fig. 3 shows an animation about the semiconductor theory. With this image, students can see the movement of the electrical charges inside of the NPN transistor.

Interactive figures are also essential for the understanding and motivation of the students. So, several interactive figures have been developed for this course. Fig. 4 shows an interactive circuit for the half wave diode rectifier with an output capacitor in parallel with a resistor. Students can change the capacitor value and verify the waveforms and at any instant if the diode is on/off.

Fig. 5 shows another interactive circuit that has been developed to explain the full bridge rectifier that uses a transformer with a center-tapped secondary winding and two diodes. With this circuit, students can change the amplitude of the input source voltage and select the waveforms that they want to see.

One important feature associated with the figures and interactive animations is an option for comments. This way, students can make annotations and give feedback about those contents. With students’ annotations, teachers can verify if those figures and interactive animations are clear or if they have to be improved. From those comments, teachers can also have some information about the student’s knowledge. When students select the option to give feedback, an SMS will be sent to the teacher with the annotations.

In order to provide to the student an evaluation of his knowledge progress, at the end of each module there are several quizzes about the module. This also can help the teacher to verify the student’s progress. At the end of the evaluative quizzes, if possible, an SMS is sent to the teacher, informing about the results to the questions. In case of failure, the student must start again the lesson. New quizzes will also appear and, in order to avoid the same questions, there is a large variety of XML quizzes that are generated from a teacher contents manager application.

The lessons are simple in order to avoid excessive information for students. However, in several pages there is an option called “to know more”. So, the amount of information presented to students is adapted to their needs.

A. CL Competitive Learning Module

The competitive module implements a competition where the mobile students are selected to participate in a tournament similar to the well known UEFA® football champions league (CL), with a groups’ stage and a knockout phase. This module is under development, being almost finished and in a phase of integration in the platform system.
For the competition, the students use the mobile device client application to answer to quizzes like the aforementioned ones for the auto-evaluations. One game is composed by a randomly generated quiz, being “played” by a student against an opponent and the clock. At the end of a game, the answers are automatically stored in the mobile device and sent to the server. The mobile application knows the games’ results of the corresponding user/student, but the central CL application of the MoCoL framework (Section V) needs to have access to all the quizzes results, from all users. So, every now and then the applications must be synchronized with the central system, with the connection being made automatically at distance or established in the classroom. The framework automatically evaluates the obtained answers for the proposed game, elaborating the classification and managing future games.

The competition can take place for several sessions (lessons, marked days, etc.) and a teacher can configure it choosing, for example, the beginning time of the different group games, the level of the games (quizzes to be answered), the competition mode (auto-evaluation/training, assessment, or friendly), among other parameters. One additional parameter is the submission type of the results, which can be through the normal option or sending an SMS to the teacher at the end of the game.

Additionally, in the future, it will be possible for a student to submit to the database, and for a CL edition, quizzes questions to be answered by his colleagues. This is one of the most interesting functionalities in our methodology, since this can improve the learning performance of a student which has to find and know more exercises.

V. THE MOBILE AND COMPETITIVE LEARNING (MoCoL) FRAMEWORK

The present section presents the MoCoL framework, highlighting the main requirements, the supporting architecture, the development of the course mobile application and technologies used in the implementation.

A. Requirements

When implementing a new methodology and designing a framework like the one presented within this work, first, we have to establish some principles and requirements. Therefore, to support and complement the course lessons it is highly desirable to have a computational system working with the following main goals: to allow the mobile learning to run in a motivating setting; to flexibly the timetables for learning in order to complement classroom lessons, which can be important for workers; to allow the student auto-evaluation; to allow recovery modules in order to give to all students the same opportunities; and to add the option to be used interactively in different kinds of classroom lessons.

MoCoL uses four main end-users groups as system requirement. They are students, teachers, administrators and even parents. Students are the main end-users because they get numerous benefits from the system. The system provides notes and tutorials for the students to learn more about the subject. Besides, it has information about other links related to the chapter.

Teachers can use the platform as a teaching tool by looking at the lesson, tutorial and other links that will be provided by the system. Besides, teachers play an important role providing questions to the quizzes section. The system provides a function of auto-calculation, making the quizzes more or less difficult, according to the integration of questions. The teachers have to update the chapters’ contents. Teachers also receive email from the student or his parents regarding his performance. Thus, the system provides good relations between teachers and student as well as with their parent(s).

The administrator has the role to access most of the functions in the system. This is because he has to update and configure the system to meet the requirements of the teacher.

Parents use MoCoL to guide their children’s performance in the course. They can check how many times the children have accessed their study material and what exactly they do when entering the system. The parents will have a log file in their module for this purpose. Besides, the parent can contact the teacher if they want to ask anything regarding their children’s performance.

B. System’s Architecture

The architecture of the global system is the typical client-server solution with the two-tier separation (Fig. 6). The clients are the following: a web tool (e-learning) module, available through a web browser; an off-line module that is an e-book, or interactive DVD (iDVD), being easily carried by students; and the m-learning tool, with a competitive module and a reduced version of the e-learning contents.

The current project described in the paper

Figure 6. Client-server architecture of the framework.

The architecture for the competitive module includes four main sub-modules (Fig. 7). One of them is the manager of classifications and featured tournaments (CL). All the information is gathered from the central database of the system. Students login to a CL and games and submit results through their respective module, which also add the functionality of submitting new exercises to be played in a CL. The module related with teachers integrates all the functionalities necessary for the correct management of the competitions. One teacher can add new exercises, with the corresponding type descriptors, to the database and configure CL tournaments, which can be
formative or for evaluation purposes. Through this sub-module, teachers access the Automated Evaluator (AE) sub-module, configuring it according to the class of students they have in mind to compete. This AE module crosses the submitted results (implemented programs) with the configuration made by teachers and the exercises descriptors taken from the database to evaluate how many goals were “scored” by students.

The MoCoL client is a mobile application developed in Java (J2ME) for devices that support the MID profile. This application allows the user to interact with the central system and with teachers.

This client application is generic, in the sense that it is independent of the server-side applications. The application has some functions that are independent of the implemented prototype. It has two modules: one with functions to interact with the server via Bluetooth and another one to manage the possible information received from the system. Therefore, the client application uses the JSR-82 and the BlueCove APIs as the server application does.

Not all the mobile devices can run the first module to interact directly with the system. To accomplish that, the device must be embedded with the JSR-82 API. If a device does not embed the API, a possible solution is the implementation of a web server, making available an URL address to be accessed through the WAP browser of the mobile device. In this way, a student will be able to receive XML documents to consult later and to store them in the client repository, a Record Management System (RMS).

The module to manage the received information uses the KXML library in its implementation to make the parsing of the XML documents. KXML provides an XML pull parser and writer suitable for all Java platforms, including J2ME. Because of its small footprint size, it is especially suited for Java applications running on mobile devices.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The use of m-learning tools, if correctly conceptualized and built, constitutes an efficient complementary tool to the traditional teaching methods.

So, in this context, it was presented the development of a mobile learning framework for analog electronics course. The theoretical content of the course was structured in several interactive modules. At the end of each module, there are quizzes allowing students to be evaluated by themselves or by course teachers. The teacher receives automatic SMS from the student’s mobile phone. This allows the teacher to have access to the student’s progress and comments about the images and multimedia animations.

As future work, it is intended to study how to overcome some disadvantages found in m-learning, such as its high costs, the possibility for mobile devices to be misplaced or stolen and the difficulty to use mobile devices in noisy environments. Yet, another future step will be in the direction of creating the best interfaces to deal with the small screen size of the devices, the limited memory size, the small keyboards and limited battery life, among other issues.

Another important point for future work is the dissemination of the results of a questionnaire survey that is already being carried out among the students of the course.
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